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The PGBc crew work hard to maintain an image and PGBc sponsors do, too.  As the grantor of prize medals and 

championship belts, PGBc is a vital participant in the spectacle of bare knuckle bouts – serving as walking 

billboards featured heavily on television and across social media platforms. Besides having access to the center-

ring during televised fights, PGBc is also featured at pre-fight press conferences, weigh-ins, and general meet-n-

greets with athletes, press and fans.      

 

Established in 1881, the Police Gazette Boxing Corporation (PGBc) is the successor to the original bare 

knuckle (BK) sanctioning organization doing business as “National Police Gazette.”  The PGBc 

sanctions the emerging sport of bare knuckle boxing and awards the coveted diamond-studded 

championship belt:  THE PGB.  Our personnel are front and center at the legal BK bouts and are 

heavily invested in the revival of bare knuckle boxing.  PGBc ambassadors are not merely fans, but 

are vested advocates, participants, publishers, good citizens, and archivists of this emerging sport. 

 

THE POLICE GAZETTE BOXING CORPORATION  PGBc 



 

 

Cost Basis  

Example.  In February, 2019, during the Bare Knuckle Fighting Championship (BKFC) boxing event in Cancun, 
Mexico, the Police Gazette Belt was awarded one time, and Police Gazette medallions were handed out at the 
conclusion of 11 separate events. Footage rebroadcast during the event also allowed for the bearer of Police 
Gazette products to be viewed several more times. This resulted in approximately 20 times that our living-
walking-billboard was available for sponsors product line to be given exposure to the stadium crowd and Pay-
Per-View (PPV) during the event. Additional availability would also have presented itself during event weigh-in, 
press release, and social media broadcasting.  

According to MMAfighting.com and the Chicago Tribune the first BKFC did in the vicinity of 150,000 PPV buys. 
Future events (if estimated conservatively at 100,000 buys) means that because of the role both the PGB 
(Police Gazette Belt ) and the award medallions play at these events, a sponsor’s product could be seen by 
100,000 viewers 20 times for a grand total of 2,000,000 views. The PGBc would propose that for the sponsors 
label to be viewed up to 2,000,000 but no less than 100,000 times per sporting event a negotiated fee would 
be paid to the PGBc. The fee would be prorated if views were less than 100k 1.  

Additional opportunities for exposure can also be discussed in the areas of Website links displayed on 
Bareknuckle boxing Hall of Fame (BKBHOF) and the Police Gazette Belt corporation (PGBc) websites. We also 
have access to ancillary bare knuckle market websites, “Knuckletown, U.S.A.” storefronts, Facebook pages and 
champion boxers. 

Opportunities for the authorization to advertise as the official sponsors of the Police Gazette Belt and/or the 
BKBHOF are also available.  

Discussions for pricing also typically involve discussion on logo size, placement, exclusivity, campaign duration, 
PR shout-outs, etc.  

Upcoming events include: 

• Saturday, April 6 -  Manchester, NH  
• Saturday, April 20  - Biloxi, MS 
• Saturday, June 1 – Cheyenne, WY  
• Saturday, July 27 – London, England  
• Saturday, August 24 - Mexico City,  

Mexico  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                   Some pre-fight press banter in Biloxi, Mississippi. 



 
 
 
 

 
 

All cameras are on President of PGBc Scott Burt (and his signature red shoes). 
 

 
 

1Data point: businesses such as youtube typically bill based on views of 100k. 


